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1, 
The. present~~ invention‘ relates?‘ to the’: manu-. 

facture or-mineral- v‘wool and particularly ~ too-im 
proved apparatustfor convertingmolten raw -ma-» 
terial=¢-intor?bers. Thel'termv “mineral. wool” is 
employed, herein‘ in y- a (generic sensea-to ‘include 
wool or ?bers formed from rock, slag-glass; mix 
tures thereof and like raw materials 

Heretoforei mineral ‘wool .has' been ‘made’ in". a 
number ‘ of ways including the conventional methe 
odtof‘disintegratingi molten "material intosa :mulL' 
tiplicity of, ?bers by- the action of a‘high pressure 
steam jet.‘ Moreirecently'it has ‘been proposed-to 
?berize‘ the molten-i material by the use‘iof? a1 
spinner or rotor‘ rotated at high speed upon. 
which’ the material impinges. and‘ ‘by which it‘ is 
broken up into drops or masses which are thrown 
from the» spinner by ‘ centrifugal. force to be 
drawn into ?benor. thread =form‘; The=principal 
object of- the instant invention ist‘the provision of 
an- improved ‘apparatus and method of the~lat= 
ter type. 
Another objectof the invention’ is the vprovi 

sion-of 'arotortype ?berization apparatus‘of- in-“ 
creased ?ber yield, and, which will producea ?ner; 
more uniform ?ber-than obtained byyprior prac= 
tice. 4 

Further objects of the invention areethe pro 
vision of an apparatus including‘ multiplerotors 
acting in succession on the molten material and of- ' 
improved-rotor constructions ' and arrangements. 

My-invention will be more fully understoodend 
further > objects and advantages thereof ‘will .‘be-' 
come apparent when,v reference is made to'the 
more detailed description thereof whichis to fol‘ 
low- and to the accompanying drawings; in‘ which: 

Fig. 1 is a diagrammatic elevational view-"ill 
lustrating the arrangement‘of the materialimelt 
ing; and ?berizingy-means; 

Fig.4 2 is ~a-sectional view on an enlargedi’scale 
taken on‘a line 2-2 of Figgl; 
F1Fig. 3-is‘at0p'p1an'vieW of thesapparatus' of 

Fig.14wisia sectional .view‘ on‘v an. enlarged scale 
taken. on 'a lined-4 of Fig: 2; and 1 

Fig; 5 is a'sectional‘ view similarf'to‘Figz'q' i1; 
lustrating the condition of the rotor surface'si'durr 
ing'ioperation. 

Referring now to the drawings‘there' isir‘shown‘ 
an: apparatus comprising‘? armelting’furnaée "' I 0. 
The furnace illustrated .isiof'the cupola'type but" 
it-will‘be understood that anyyother‘suitable melt‘ 
ingifurnace 'such' as a'tank furnace may be em= 
ployed,v if‘ desired. The furnaceincludes a dis 
charge trough II by’ whicha'stream .of; molten 
material-“l 4=is vdrawn from theiurnace:and-tdis- 
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chargedein position; for, ?berizationp The . raw 
material; meltedsinwrurnace vH1 ,may'comprise rock; 
slage, glassxandvmixturesvthereof'l'or other thermo 
plastic materials employed in. theUmanufactu-re of 

' mineral-wool; glass :wool and the like.‘ 
Be1o.w-=- the-1v end » .oi Ltrough _. l 2 and positioned 'to 

receive‘, th'feemoltenr material ‘is-val ?berizing - device 
indicatedigenerally at- r I 6‘ and-,qin- accordance with 
the»: invention, comprising-4a.. plurality of ‘' rotors. 
The rotorsaareindicatediat l8 and-.20 and are 
preterablyaot*cylindricalwshape though they may 
berslightlfconedii . desired“, Rotor’ I8? is affixed 
toga sshaft~2 2-:ifor rotation therewith, the shaft be 
ing-,supportedvinsuitable bearingshzd ;. carried by 
any desired mountings‘ Rotor l8 is-positioned-to 
have its»peripherahsurfacex contacted‘ ‘by molten 
materials streamer l 4;? . Rotor ' l8‘lis- tilted with re 
speet rtow'rotor-ill. The-particular degree of - tilt 
of ‘rotor: I8 ‘:is notrcritical-within reasonable lim 
"its but; iorrtherpurposes- of ' example, it may be 
stated-"that »a,»tilt<of':12 degrees from- the vertical, 
where-rotor? oeisrsupported- on ‘a?horizontal axis, 
has beenrfounda satisfactorydrr-service. Rotor 2O 
isacarriedirbye- a;~ vshaft 26:-f or ~, rotation therewith; 
the =shaft~beingasupported"inbearings 28,’ also 
carried~<by;-any suitable mounting.- Shafts 22 
and??pare driven‘bwa‘rmotor or other suitable 
means-(not'shown)efor rotationin opposite d-i 
rectionseandusol‘thatepoints on ‘the upper arcs of 
the-periphériesof :the rotorslapproach each other, 
aseindicated‘by the arrow-sin Figz2a The mount 
ing of the shafts is such that the .spacing be 
tween thervrotorssasiwell¢as=the angle between 
theeplanes :of~.=their~faces,‘may be varied as‘ found 

~ necessary: or-fdesirable. X 

Referrrnganowwparticularly ~toa1Fig._ 4,-7 the‘ pe 
ripheral?surfaceseofrthew rotors are provided with 
ae-succession of annular’.- grooves'28. The grooves 
of‘ rotor 20 are .suitably'vV-shaped .in cross-section 
and of relatively small uniformzsize; Rotor I8 
is provided‘ with ariew‘somewhatrlarger ‘and deep 
er’:- ann-ular‘? grooves 30; preferably rectangular 
in? cross-section; errand-adjacentthat ‘portion of 
the rotor surface impacted by the stream of mol 

" ten/nslagi Ormtherfmateria‘L- l4,~ewith.which the 
moltenr material! .» forms: a; relatively permanent 
bond? Theviremainder 1 or. the" peripheralsurface 
of-ithe ¢~rotor':is=-grooved: similarly 'as :‘rotor ‘2 B. It 
has-ebeenzfound'lthat .wherethe'rotors have "a pe= 
ripherale Velocity 401’ ':about*13;000> ft.v/ minute .(4500 
R}; B. Mai-.f‘o‘r anr-lléinchidiameter rotor) the ?ne 
grooves 28 should run about $20 to'40/inch, The 
grooves. serve »-to-.retain~ theemolten slag or" other 
material“ to<~build¢up<~incandescent rings on~tl1e 
peripheralsurtacesot the rotors.“ It. is pointed out 
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that the particular size and character of the 
grooves will depend upon the several operating 
characteristics, such as the peripheral speed of 
the rotor surfaces, the viscosity of the molten 
material and the like. 7 

In the operation of the apparatus described 
above the position‘ of rotor I8 is adjusted sorthat 
the molten material'stream M vimpinges’against 
its peripheral surface somewhat to the left of a 
vertical line drawn through the rotor axis, as 10 
viewed in Fig. 2. The adjustment also provides , 
for the impingement of the molten material 
stream on that part of the rotor surface having 
the relatively deep grooves 39. Rotors |8jand 
20 are adjusted to provide a bight or spacethere 

4 
given conditions. It will be understood that there 
is, in eifect, a relationship between these several 
factors which must be maintained Within reason 
able limits. Also the molten material must be 
at a sufficiently high temperature to maintain the 
bonded rings in an incandescent state to permit 
the ?berization to take place. ' I i I 

The ?ber formed, as described'above', may be 
collected in any suitable manner. Also, a binder 
may be introduced into the ?ber, if desired, the , 
particular construction and operation of binder 
addition and felting means not forming a part 

7' of the instant invention. 

_ 115 
between of approximately the combined thickness 
of the molten material built up on the rotors, . 
say, 1A;" to 37 and rotor I8 is tilted to. lie in a 
plane at an angle to the plane of rotor 20. Rotors 
l8 and 20 are driven in opposite directions, as 
previously explained, and at suitable peripheral 
speeds, depending upon the particular operating 
conditions such as the ?uidity of the molten ma~ 
terial. For purposes of example, it may be stated 
that in employing a conventional mineral wool. 
vmelt, successful operation was obtained ,by‘driv 
ing rotors, approximately 11" in diameter and 
grooved as previously described, at 4500 R. P. M. 
The molten material impinging on rotor I8 is 

partially bonded to the rotor'in grooves 30, the 
bonded material forming a relatively permanent 
non-stripping annular ring or rings 32 (see Fig. 
5) revolving with the rotor. 'Most of the stream, 
however, is projected by the rotor almost tan 
gentially to the surface thereof, at a greatly ac 
celerated speed and in a slightly spreadcondi 
tion, onto the peripheral surface of the second 
rotor, as indicated in Fig. 2. The molten ma 
terial bonds in the grooves of rotor 20 to provide 
an annular ring 34, the excess unbonded material 
being projected tangentially back to the ?rst ro 
tor. The bond of the material in the ?ner grooves 
28 is of a relatively temporary nature and from 
time to time the material may strip from ‘these 
grooves. However, after stripping, bonding of 
the material in the grooves will immediately be 
resumed. Due to the tilt of the ?rst rotor rela 
tively to the second, the material projected back 
strikes rotor l8 at a location laterally removed 
from the location of impact of the original stream 
to form a second annular'bonded slag ring 36 on 
rotor l8 (see Fig. 5). ' ‘ 

The projection of the unbonded molten mate 
rial from one rotor to the other may continue to 
form a third bonded ring 38 on rotor 20, as in 
dicated in Fig. 5, and likewise in some instances 
may again be projected back onto rotor I8. In 
each case the additional ring will be laterally re 
moved from the previous rings due to the relative 
tilting of the rotors. ‘ 
When the remaining unbonded molten mate 

rial reaches the bite between the rotors‘it is lev 
eled off and admixed instantaneously with'the 
material which has been carried around each ro 
tor. As the rotor surfaces separate considerable 
?berization takes place by the pulling of the ma 
terial from the surfaces of the opposite rotors, 
the ?bers being momentarily attached to both. 
The'molten incandescent material on the outer 
surface of rings 32, 34, 36 and 38 is thrown oh“ by 
centrifugal force and drawn out into ?bers due to 
the velocity of movement. ’ ‘ ' ' 

',As has been referred to‘ above, the peripheral 
speeds of the rotors, the fluidity of ‘the melt and 
‘the grooving of the rotors,‘ may be varied to meet 
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The construction, as explained above,'has been 
found to deliver a greatly increased ?ber yield 
over other rotor type ?berizing means as hereto 
fore proposed. Also, a relatively ?ne and uniform . 
?ber is obtained 
different uses. 7 7 

Having thus described my invention in rather 
full detail, it will be understood that these details 
need not be strictly adhered to, but that various 
changes and modi?cations will suggest them 
selves to one skilled‘ in the art, all falling within‘ 

adapting the product for many 

the scope'of the invention as de?ned by the sub} 
joined claims. _ ~ 

What I claim is: ' ' I ' 

1. In a mineral wool apparatus including means 
for discharging a molten material stream‘many 
times larger than the ?bers to be formed there 
from, a rotor of a character to withstand the 
heat of the molten stream positioned to receive 
said stream, means for rotating said rotor at high 
speed, a second, similar rotor adjacent, said first 
rotor but spaced therefrom and positioned to -re~ 
ceive molten, material discharged from said-?rst 
rotor, means to rotate said second rotorv at high 
speed and in a direction opposite to the'rotation ' 
of said'?rst rotor, and means 'on said’ rotor sur 
faces to retain rings of ‘the ' molten material 
thereon. f 
1 2. In a mineral wool apparatus including means 
for discharging a molten material‘ stream'many 
times larger than the ?bers to be formed there' 
from,‘ a rotor of a character to withstand the 
heat of the molten stream ‘positioned to receive 
said stream'on its peripheral surface, means‘ for 
rotating said rotor in one direction at high speed, 
a second, similar rotor adjacent but spaced from 
said ?rst rotor and positionedt'o receive on'iit's 
peripheral surface molten material discharged by 
said ?rst rotor, means to rotate said second rotor 
.at high speed in a direction opposite to the rota 
tion of said ?rst rotor, and means on said rotor 
surfaces to retain rings of the molten material 
thereon. " ' ' I‘ I 

3. In a mineral 'wool apparatus includingmeans 
for discharging a molten material stream many 
times larger than the ?bers to be formed there 
from, a rotor of a character to Withstand the 
heat of the molten stream positioned to receive 
said stream, a second rotor of similar character 
and tilted with respect to said ?rst-mentioned 
rotor and positioned to receive material discharged 
by said ?rst rotor, means for rotating said rotors 
at high'speeds and in opposite directions and 
means on said rotors to retain rings of the molten 
material thereon. " " 

4. In a mineral wool apparatus including‘ means 
for discharging a molten material streardmany 
times larger than the ?bers to be'form'ed' there-‘ 
from, a'cylindrical rotor having a forward face 
and including aperipheral surface’ of a characi 
ter to withstand the heat of the molten stream 
positioned to'receive said stream on its peripheral 
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surface, means for rotating said rotor at high 
speed in one direction, a second cylindrical rotor 
of similar character adjacent but spaced from 
said ?rst-mentioned rotor and having a forward 
face lying in a plane at an angle to the plane 
of the forward face of said ?rst rotor, the line 
of intersectionof said planes passing through the 
axes of said rotors, said second rotor being posi 
tioned to receive on its peripheral surface molten 
material discharged from said ?rst rotor, means 
for rotating said second rotor at high speed in 
a direction opposite to the rotation of said ?rst 
rotor, and means on said surfaces of the rotors 
to retain rings of the molten material thereon. 

5. In a mineral wool apparatus including means 
to discharge a molten material stream many times 
larger than the ?bers to be formed therefrom, a 
rotor of a character to withstand the heat of the 
molten stream positioned to receive said stream 
on its peripheral surface, said surface including 
annular material-retaining grooves, means for ro 
tating said rotor at high speed in one direction, 
a second rotor of similar character adjacent but 
spaced from said ?rst rotor and positioned to 
receive on its peripheral surface molten mate 
rial discharged by said ?rst rotor, said surface of 
the second rotor having annular material-retain 
ing grooves, and means for rotating said second 
rotor at high speed in a direction opposite to the 
rotation of said ?rst rotor. 

6. In a mineral wool apparatus including means 
for discharging a molten material stream many 
times larger than the ?bers to be formed there 
from, a cylindrical rotor having a forward face 
and including a peripheral surface of a character 
to withstand the heat of the molten stream posi 
tioned to receive said stream on its peripheral 
surface, said surface having relatively large an 
nular retaining grooves at the location of contact 
with said stream and relatively ?ne annular 
grooves on the remainder of said surface, means 
for rotating said ?rst rotor at high speed, a 
second rotor of similar character adjacent but 
spaced from said ?rst rotor and positioned to 
receive on its peripheral surface molten material 
discharged by said ?rst rotor, said surface of the 
second rotor having annular relatively ?ne ma 
terial-retaining grooves, means for rotating said 
second rotor at high speed in a direction oppo 
site to the rotation of said ?rst rotor, said second 
rotor having a forward face lying in a plane at 
a slight angle to the plane of the forward face 
of said ?rst rotor. 

7. In a mineral wool apparatus including 
means for discharging a molten material stream 
many times larger than the ?bers to be formed 
therefrom, a rotor of a character to withstand 
the heat of the molten material supported on an 
axis at an angle to the horizontal and positioned 
to receive said stream on its peripheral surface, 
means for rotating said rotor at high speed, a 
second rotor of similar character adjacent but 
spaced from said ?rst rotor and supported on a 
substantially horizontal axis and positioned to 
receive on its peripheral surface molten material 
discharged by said ?rst rotor, means to rotate 
said second rotor at high speed, and means on 
said rotor surfaces to retain rings of the molten 
material thereon. 
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6 
8. In a mineral wool apparatus including means 

for discharging a molten material stream many 
times larger than the ?bers to be formed there 
from, a rotor of a character to withstand the 
heat of the molten material, means supporting 
said rotor on an axis at an angle to the horizon 
tal and in position to receive said stream on its 
peripheral surface, said surface including annu 
lar material-retaining grooves, means for rotat 
ing said rotor at high speed in one direction, a 
second rotor of similar character, means support 
ing said second rotor on a substantially horizontal 
axis lying in a vertical plane substantially paral 
lel to the vertical plane of the aXis of the ?rst 
rotor and in position to receive on its peripheral 
surface material discharged by said ?rst rotor, 
said surface of said second rotor including annu 
lar material-retaining grooves, and means for ro 
tating said second rotor at high speed in a direc 
tion opposite to the rotation of said ?rst rotor. / 

9. In a mineral wool apparatus including 
means for discharging a molten material stream 
many times larger than the ?bers to be formed 
therefrom, a rotor of a character to withstand the 
heat of the molten material, means supporting 
said rotor on an axis at an angle to the horizontal 
and in position to receive said stream on its pe 
ripheral surface, means for rotating said rotor 
at high speed, a second rotor of similar character, 
means supporting said second rotor on a substan 
tially horizontal axis lying in a vertical plane 
substantially parallel to the vertical plane of the 
axis of said ?rst rotor and in position to receive 

> on its peripheral surface molten material dis 
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incandescent rings. 

charged by said ?rst rotor, and means to rotate 
said second rotor at high speed in a direction op 
posite to the rotation of said first rotor. 

10. A method of making mineral wool from a 
molten mineral material comprising discharging 
said material onto a peripheral surface of a rotor 
having means on said surface for retaining mol 
ten material thereon and rotating on an approx 
imately horizontal axis, whereby a portion of the 
material is retained on said surface by said means 
in the form of an incandescent ring, and another 
portion is thrown off, intercepting said other por 
tion on the peripheral surface of another rotor 
similar to said first rotor whereby an incandes 
cent ring is formed on said second rotor, and ro 
tating said rotors at sufficiently high speeds and 
in opposite directions to form ?bers from said 
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